
  

Blog Marketing and Management

Blog Marketing and Management

Key Benefits 

Reporting 

Payment Terms

Milestones
 

Blog is generally defined as social web chronicle or a journal that is 
online and is often restructured and planned for general populist 
utilization. They generally comprise of posts or articles that are 
arranged in over turn sequential. It is mostly updated by making 
use of software tool which perquisite no technical milieu. This 
mostly gets the reader a feel of author or a particular website for 
which the articles belong to.

Business blogs

A business blog is generally defined as an interactive 
communication tool or platform which permits merchants, 
business owners, online marketers or promoters to interact directly 
with the web users or web readers. They produce the service or 
product discussions and promote consumer reliability, while 
evading media outlets and conventional form of advertising. A 
business blog mainly concentrates on a particular web page, 
social media web sites, links related to other blogs, images, texts, 
business subjects and various media outlets which are related to its 
company or trade functions. 
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¤ Differentiating your business, products and services

Attracting prospects and developing new business 
opportunities

Promoting your business through the Media and online Public 
Relations

 Acting as a central element of your Search Engine marketing

 Researching and Developing new Markets, Products or 
Niches

 Developing Communication channels to your market

 Helping to enhance and build your visibility and brand

 Positioning Yourself as the Expert

 Improving Internal Communications
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¤ Number of Blogs

Number of Blog Posts

Number of Blog Unique Visitors 

Number of Blog Comments

Number of Blog External and Internal Links Traffic
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¤ A summary of effort made in the month and results 
achieved. A weekly report will also generate to know 
activities

 

¤ Report will be generated from Google, Yahoo and Bing 
Webmasters.  This report consists of Number of blogs, posts, 
visitors, comments, location-based visitors, etc. 

Measuring ROI

¤ The payment shall be done by 5th of every month wherein the first 
payment shall be payable at the agreement sign off.

Branches

Mumbai  |  Vijayawada

¤   Business Blog Marketing - The business blog marketing program is comprised  
of business blog strategy, blog design, software installation and integration.

¤   Business Blog Management-The Researching and aggregating information 
to write blog posts about your industry or professional specialty, 3 to 4 times a 
week, while running a business, can be a daunting task. Through our blog 
management services our professional blog writers can assist you with 
researching information, finding blog posting opportunities, writing blog 
content, commenting on blog posts and linking to other blogs, news articles 
and social media web sites.

¤ Business Blog Strategy Consultation - Blog strategy includes assessing the 
blog opportunity, reviewing the clients' goals and objectives and 
determining the clients' unique needs. Other factors that are typically 
decided in the Blog Strategy Consultation phase are: determining the 
blog type (e.g. CEO blog, product blog, aggregated news blog), 
branding/identity reinforcement (e.g. will the blog be integrated in an 
existing web site and reinforce the existing company brand or will the 
blog be positioned as a complete new entity with its own identity), post 
blog topics, blog post frequency, content review process, blog 
resources and policies.

¤ Design, Installation and Integration - Our blog marketing service includes 
full-service blog design, installation and integration. Blog design 
depends on whether the blog will reinforce an existing brand and must 
blend seamlessly with an existing web site or is positioned as an 
independent entity with its own unique domain name.

¤ Blog Monitoring - Blog activity monitoring is accomplished by searching 
in real-time at Technorati and through RSS data feeds from Technorate 
through the Google Reader. This combination of blog monitoring tactics 
provides us with a timely notification about link status changes, when 
specific client keyword search queries are performed, and up-to-the-
minute results on what is happening in the clients’ blogosphere. In 
addition to RSS feeds some monitoring will be done via email updates 
from the Google Alerts service across the Google network of services, 
including Google Web search, news search, blog search, video search 
and Google Groups.

¤ Blog Optimization, Marketing and Promotion

Search Engine Optimization - Blogs with frequently updated and unique 
"themed" content are regularly “crawled” and indexed by the major 
search engines, which can result in an ongoing presence in the organic 
search results. To facilitate high rankings in the search results our blog tool 
includes a search engine friendly blog template, which facilitates 
unique page names and page titles and keyword-rich anchor text in 
hypertext links.

Blog Submission and Promotion - At launch time blogs are submitted to 
the major blog-to-blog search engines such Technorati, Bloglines, 
Feedster and others. RSS syndication, through subscribe buttons and 
automated notification of RSS search engines and news aggregation 
sites, is also a major part of our business blog promotion program.

¤ Blog Analytics - A comprehensive, easy to use blog analytics programs 
for tracking blog visitors will be provided.
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